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REGISTRATIONS
FOR SELECTION
Ytatarn Newnpitper I'nion N0wn

Washington, July 3. Regulations to
govern the next step toward selecting
a national war army from the millions
registered for service on June 5th,
were issued Monday at the direction
of President Wilson. The regulations
make it clear that there are to be no
class exemptions and that each Individual case must be decided on lis
merits.
The local exemption board one for
each county of less tuan 45,000 population or city of 30,(i00, with additional
boards where necessary for each additional 30,000 population will pass upon claims for exemption except those
based upon industrial or agricultural
occupation, subject to appeal to the
district boards. All cases Involving
agricultural or Industrial exemptions
will be passed upon by the district
boards one for each federal Judicial
district which also will decide ap
peals from decisions of thu local
boards.
A date will be set soon by liriga
(Iter General Crowder, provost marshal general, for the meeting and organization of the hoards. At the same
time it Is expected that the selection
regulations w ill be promulgated, so the
process may be put under way without delay.
The present Intention Is to call the
men selected to the colors about Sept.
1st, or as soon thereafter as the cantonments to house them can be completed.
In a statement accompanying the announcement of the regulations, the
president called upon the boards to do
their work fearlessly an, impartially
and to rcnicml r that "our armies at
the front will be strengthened ami sustained if they be composed of men
free from any sense of injustice in
their mode of selection."
The statement follows:
"The regulations which I am today
causing to he promulgated, pursuant
to the direction of tie' selective service law, cover the remaining steps of
the plan for calling into the service
of the United States qualified men
from these who have registered; those
selected as the result of this process
to constitute, with the regular army,
the national guard and the navy, the
fighting forces of the nation, all of
which forces are under the terms of
the law placed In a position of equal
right, dignity and responsibility with
the members of all other military
forces.
"The regulations have been drawn
with a view to the needs and circumstances of the whole country and provide a system which it Is expected
will work with the least inequality and
personal hardship. Any system of selecting men for military service,
whether voluntary or Involuntary in
its operation, necessarily selects some
men to bear the burden of danger and
sacrifice for the whole nation.
"The system here provided places
all men of military age upon an even
plane and then, by a selection which
neither favors the one nor penalizes
the other, calls out the requisite number for service.
"The successful operation of this
law and of these regulations depends
ntcessarily upon the loyalty, patriotism and justice of the members of
the boards to whom its operation is
committed and I admonish every
member of every local board and of
every district board of review that
their duty to their country requires
an impartial and fearless performance
of the delicate and difficult duties intrusted to them. They should remember as to each Individual case
presented to them that they are called
upon to adjudicate the most sacred
rights of the Individual and to preserve untarnished the honor of the
nation.
I

"Our armlet at the front will b
strengthened and sustained If they be
oomposed of men free from any sense
of Injustice in the mode ot selection,
and they will be Inspired to loftier efforts In behalf of a country in which
the citizens called upon to perform
high public functions perform them
with justice, fearlessness and impartiality."
Men Des.gnated To Be Notified.
Upon organizing, the local boards
will take over from the registration
boards all registration cards, which
they will number serially and list for
posting to public view. Then, after
having been advised of the method by
which the order of liability for serv
ice shall be determined and ot the
quota to be drawn from l's territory
(minus credits for enlistments in the
national guard or regular army) each
board will prepare a list of persons
designated for service in the order ot
their nubility, post the list, give it to
the press and within three days send
notice to each designated person by
mail.
As the men so notified appear, the
boards first will make a physical examination in accordance with special
regulations to be provided, bearing in
mind that all persons accepted by
them will be
by army
surgeons. If the physical examination
is passed sucessi'ully, then comes the
question of exemption.
Persons who must be exempted or
discharged by the local board include:
Officers of the t'nited States, of the
states, territories and of the District
of Columbia; ministers of religion,
students of divinity, persons in the
military or naval service of the United
States subjects of Germany, all other
aliens who have not taken out first
papers, county or municipal officers,
custom house clerks, workmen In fed
eral armories, arsenals and navy
yards, persons in the federal service
designated by the President for exemption, pilots, merchant marine sail
ors, those with a status with respect
to dependents which renders their exclusion desirable (a married man with
dependent wife or child, son of a dependent widow, son of dependent,
aged or infirm parent, or brother ol
dependent orphan child under 1C years
of age) (hose- found morally deficient
and any member of any well recognized religious sect existing May 18,
1H17, whose creed forbids participation
in war and whose religious convictions accord with the creed.
Claims for exemption because of dependents may be made by the man
himself, his wife or other dependents,
or by a third party who has personally investigated the case. A claim
made by the husband must be accompanied by supporting affidavits signed
by the wife and by the head of a famA
ily residing in the same territory.
claim by the wife or a third party
must be accompanied by two supporting affidavits signed by heads of families.
Similar rules govern claims on the
grounds of other dependents when the
dependents or third parties being authorized to file claims with supporting
In each case the board
affidavits.
must be satisfied before It grants exemption or discharge that the dependent or dependents actually are supported mainly by the fruits of the
man'B mental or physical labor.
Local boards are required, subject
to appeal, to pass upon claims for exemption or discharge within three
days after the filing of affidavits.
District boards must decide appeal
cases within five days after the closing of proofs and their decisions are
final. If the ruling of a local board
is affirmed the person In question
stands finally accepted for military
service.
In passing on claims for exemption
on the ground of employment In necessary industrial and agricultural occupations the district boards must be
convinced that the particular enterprise affording Buch employment actually is necessary to the maintenance
of the military establishment or national Interest during the emergency.

REPUBLIC OVERTHROWN, the strongest of the military governors
of China, and there have been various
President Deposed by Dictator, and reports in the lat year or two that he
would make an ttempt to reinstate
Boy of Thirteen Declared
the Manehu dyna y.
Emperor.
A dispatch from Peking, June 25, reJuly 3. After an existence ported that all thp provinces which de.
of less than seven years, the Chinese clared their independence of the govrepublic has ceased to exist, according ernment of Li Yuan Hung In May and
to advices from Peking. Renter dis- June, had ceased their warlike preparpatches stated that an ultimatum was ation. At that time it was reported
served on President Li Yuan Hung by that Gen. Chang Hsun had expressed
Gen.
the military dictator,
Chang the hope that a settlement
of the
Hsun, demanding his Immediate resig- crisis in China would be reached.
nation. At the same time It was anGen. Li Y'uan Hung succeeded to the
nounced that the Manehu emperor, presidency of China June, 1916, after
Hsuan Tung, had been restored to the the death of Gen. Yuan Shi Kai, soon
throne. The emperor is i: years old. after Y'uan had attempted to change
Gi n. Chang Hsun. who is the milithe form of government in China to a
tary governor of Anhwei province, has monarchy.
Since his accession to the leadertaken a prominent part in the recent
internal troubles in China and a dis- ship in China, he has had much troupatch from Peking. June IS. said that ble with the northern military leadlie had assumed the power of dictator. ers, including Gen. Chang Haun,
that
The present difficulties of President
At that time it was reported
President Li Yuan Hung was virtually Li arose over his refusal to uphold the
a prisoner and that friends of the decision of the cabinet to break with
president were not permitted to enter Germany and It had been reported
that he was opposed to the entry of
the palace.
Gen. Chang Hsun is reputed to be China Into the war.
WOUNOED WELCOME PERSHING. and waited patiently in a downpour of
rain for the arrival of the American
Great Crowd Gathers in Downpour to commander, who was greeted with enthusiastic cries of "Long Live the
Greet American Commander.
Paris, France, July 3. One of the United States!" Long Live General
most touching incidents connected Pershing!"
When General Pershing entered the
with the arrival of the representatives
of the American army In France oc- room one of the maimed French hecurred when maimed French soldiers roes limped forward to salute him in
received Major General Pershing at the name of his comrades.
one of the institutions of the National
"Though wounded, our souls still viFederation for the Aid of the Wound- brate with the ardor of combat. We
salute in the person of the illustrious
ed in the Champs Elysee.
A large crowd assembled, as Is usual General Pershing, President Wilson
wherever Gen. Pershing is expected, and the noble American people."
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St. Louis, July

East

3.

In the jail at

of the
mobs that battled, lynched and shot
armed negroos yesterday and last
night are prisoners and tha edge Is
taken from the mob spirit. Soldiers
are being rushed here and with bayonets are clearing the streets. The
fires that brought millions ot dollars
in losses are believed under control.
Through the smoking ruins the khakl-claboys are prodding here, there and
everywhere, finding bodies of the
blacks, charred and burned in the
flames of their own homes. Perhaps
the total dead will never be known,
but It may reach 150 and might even
go higher.
The hospitals are crowded with shot
and burned negroes. Negro women
with babes are there. Medical assistance asked for has arrived.
It Is
thought by tonight all Bigns of the r"ot
will be over and quiet restored.
The mobs in East St. Louis were
swelled by hundreds of people who
early In the evening crossed the river
from St. Louis, Mo. This added such
a menace to the situation that at 8:30
o'clock the bridges were closed to all
vehicle and pedestrian traffic.
Five negro sections of the city were
fired by mobs, terrorized negroes fled
from the burning homes only to meet
bullets from the guns ot the rioters;
four other negroes were shot by snip-erand two were lynched.
One white man was killed by a negro sniper and before the burning began four negroes and one white man
were killed. This includes the detective sergeant whose death at the
hands ot a negro mob was the direct
cause of the outbreak.
Estimates of the number ot dead
run up to 150 and higher, but these
estimates are purely conjectural. The
exact number slaughtered probably
will never be known, as It Is thought
that many bodies were consumed in
the flames.
Adjt. Oen. Frank S. Dickson arrived
and took charge of the situation. He
said troops would be distributed In
small groups throughout the city and
that they would be Instructed to disperse every gathering of persons for
any purpose whatever.
I.W.W. LEADER MAKES THREATS
St. Louis, 500 ringleaders

d

To Tie Up American Copper Business

and Prevent Harvest of the
Wheat Crop.
Miami, Ariz. Telegrams from secretaries of the Metal Mine Workers'
Union locals at Butte and Blsbee,
which asserted that the miners now
on strike in those sections would not
return to work until the demands of
the miners in the Globe Miami district
had been granted, were read to a
meeting of miners here. Rodger Culver, a speaker for the Industrial
Workers of the World, read the telegrams. Culver said:
t
hours the en"Within
tire copper industry throughout the
United States will be completely tied
up. If necessary to enforce the miners' demands there will be no wheat
crop on the North American continent."
forty-eigh-

VICTORIES.

ADMIT RUSSIAN

CHINA

Kerensky on Firing Line Cheers Saddlers, Who Sweep Enemy Back.
Petrograd, July 3. The brilliant
Russian advance, the news of which
sent a wave of rejoicing through the
entire country, was led by War Minister Kerensky in person. For the
last four days the war minister has
been continuously at the front, spending every effort to urge the troops to
advance.
Russian troops have captured
on the Gallcian front with 164
officers and 8,400 men, the war office
announced.
Russian forces continued their offensive against the Turks in the Caucasus. Russian cavalry pursued the
fleeing Turks and occupied the village
of Engldja north of Lake Deribar, and
also occupied the Turkish stronghold
of Kalamlrlvan southeast of the lake.
Both British and Germans are carrying out raids in the area around
Lens.
The Greek destroyer Doxa, manned
by a French crew, has been sunk by
of the crew.
an explosion. Twenty-ninIncluding all the officers, were losL
e

Young Emperor Seizes Peking Palace.

Tien Tsln, July 3. Hsuan Tung,
the young emperor, according to reports from Peking, bas taken possession ot the palace occupied by President LI Yuan Hung, and is surrounded by prominent military leaders.

King Constantine of Greece having
been forced off his throne by the allies,
and the crown prince not being accept-

able to them, Prince Alexander, Constant! ne's second son, was nominated
for the place. He Is twenty-fou- r
years
old and has not shown
nroclivities as did his elder brother.
anti-enten-

PRICES

FOOD
INCREASE

RISING

AT RATE OF FIVE PER
IN MONTH.

CENT

Report Says Year's Increase Amounts
to 39 Per Cent, With Price of Potatoes and Flour More than Doubled.
Western Newapaper I'nion News Service.
Washington. Retail food prices in

the United States advanced on an average 5 per cent from April 1C to May
15, as shown In figures compiled by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics. During the year ending with May 15 they
increased 30 per cent. The biggest
jump during the month was in flour,
which advanced 29 per cent. The increase in cornmeal was 15 per cent;
beans 14 per cent; bread 13 per cent
and rice 11 per cent. The only drop
in price was in onions, 36 per cent
and butter 9 per cent.
Some of the month's increases are
given as follows: Beef, 2 to 4 percent;
bacon, ham and lard, 8 to 10 per cent;
hens, 1 per cent; salmon, 10 per cent;
eggs, 3 per cent; cheese, S per cent;
milk, 3 per cent; potatoes, 6 per cent;
sugar, 5 per cent; coffee and tea, 1 per
cent.
The greatest advances during the
year were made by potatoes, which advanced in price 149 per cent, and in
flour, 122 per cent.
In the last four years, retail food
prices generally have advanced 66 per
cent.
Preliminary estimates by the food
administration indicate tnat farmers
received an average price of $1.50 a
bushel for their last year's wheat
crop against 98.4 cents the year before
and 97 cents the year before that.
To Cut Bread Cost In Two.
Washington. "We will reduce the
loaf of bread to 5 cents." This
was the declaration made by the National Association of Bakers after a
conference with Herbert C. Hoover,
food administrator.
This organizaaffiliation also
tion of country-widvoted a war chest of $100,000 and expects through its 250 agencies to cut
the cost of bread almost in two. To
obtain this result the bakers have
arranged to eliminate waste. One of
the first steps will be to standardize
the loaf.
There will be no more
"fancy" breads and there will be no
more returns.
e

Lloyd George Pledges Liberty.
Dundee. "We have driven the
great army of Germany underground,"
said Premier Lloyd George in a speech
here. "When a great army is driven
to these tactics it is the beginning of
the end'; it means that we are pounding a sense of inferiority into every
pore of the German military mind. It
is good for the war, is even better
after the war. As long as the Prussians have an idea of superiority in
their minds, Europe will not be a decent place for people to live In peace.
It will be easier after this."

Washington, July 2. Secretary of
War Baker, as president of the Council of National Defense, repudiated
Saturday an agreement fixing a tentative price of $3 a ton for bituminous
coal reached at a conference here
Thursday between coal producers, Secretary Lane, a member ot the Defense
Council, members of the council's coal
preparation committee, and the Federal Trade Commission,
Neither the council nor Its committees, Secretary Baker said In a letter
to W. S. Gifford of the council, has
power to fix prices. He added that
the price of $3 at the mines suggested
for bituminous coal is "exorbitant, unjust and oppressive."
Secretary Daniels, another member
of the council, earlier in the day said
the agreement would in no way affect
coal purchases for the navy. The navy,
he said, will continue to buy from the
mines at $2.33 a ton, leaving a price
to be determined after the Federal
Trade Commission has ascertained
production costs.
In his letter to Mr. Gifford, Mr.
Baker asserted that he believed no
members of the Defense Council disagree with him as to the limitations
on the powers of the council and its
committees and as to the effect of
the action taken. The fact that the
conferences were attended by members of the council and of the trade
commission, he declared, gave no legality to the agreement.
"
was
The
agreement
reached after 400 operators called
here by the coal production committee
had adopted resolutions authorizing
their committees to give assent to
such maximum bituminous prices as
might be named by the secretary of
the interior, the Federal Trade Commission and the coal committee.
price-fixin-
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THOUSAND-YAR-

EN BY GERMANS AT VERDUN
ON WEST BANK OF MEUSE.

STARTS

DRIVE

RIVER.
Weatern Newapapar Union Newi Servica.
Berlin (via London), July 2.

The
Russian troops in the eastern theater
of the war have opened a heavy attack on the Germans along the Strips
front. They stormed the German positions along an
line, but, according to the official German report,
met with heavy losses and were forced
to retire.
This was the most extensive attack
delivered by the Russians since the
revolution.
The soldiers of New Russia have
assumed the aggressive. For the first
time since tho revolution last March
Russian troops have begun an attack
on an extensive scale.
British have captured German positions on a front of half a mile southwest and west of Lens.
During June the British captured
prisoners. Including 175 officers,
and also
guns.
Germans and French are still In
grips in the Verdun sector. East of
Rhelms a Geman surprise attack was
thrown back with heavy losses.
Two German submarines were fired
on by gunnsvs on an American ship
and it is believed one periscope was
A third submarine was
shattered.
seen, but it submerged before the gun.
ners could fire upon It.
e

jg&,Li,a1May

George W. Barnett, wife of
Major General Barnett, U.- S. M. C,
who Is active In Red Cross work, photographed at the luncheon given to the
delegates to the American Red Cross
war council by Mrs. Hugh L. Scott at
Fort Mver. Va.
Mrs.

-

GREECE

JOINS

BREAKS
ATHENS
TIES IN GERMAN

ALLIES

DIPLOMATIC
CAPITALS.

Premier Lloyd George Declares that
Teutons Must Pay Indemnity for
World Wreck Wrought.

sixty-seve-

n

London. South and southwest of
Friday Field Marshal Haig
struck a sudden and tremendous blow
at the German lines, capturing the en
emy's forward positions over a front
of 2,000 yards and gaining the wholo
objective sought.
Turks drive back Russians on PerAmsterdam. It is reported in ad- sian frontier.
vices from Vienna that Emperor
Germans, after several attacks east
Charles, in audiences given to party of Cerny, gain 1,000 yards of French
leaders in the lobbies ot the Reichs- trenches at Verdun. Germans also
tag, several times stated that he was storm French positions on
Btrivlng actively and untiringly for front in Avocourt wood.
peace.
Boston. The torpedoing and sinkPeace can come in the ing of four large British cargo carryGlasgow.
world only when the allies have at- ing steamers was announced in adtained their aims and had their ob- vices to local Insurance offices.
e
jectives guaranteed, Premier
Canadian Army Headquarters
declared. Peace before vicla
tory, he added, "would be the greatest France, June 29. Under a protecting
disaster In the history of mankind." concentration of artillery fire CanaThe prime ministers speech was a re- dian troops stormed and captured the
affirmation, in even more vigorous German front line trench before Avilanguage than that to which he is ac- on, a suburb of Lens.
customed, of England's adherence to
Petrograd. Newspapers
say that
her war aims as already announced.
He went further, however. In assert- more than 3,500 German prisoners
ing the allies' demands for Indemni- and 100 officers, also prisoners, esties. "Indemnities, he declared, "con- caped from various parts of Russia
stitute an essential part of the me- through Finland last month. The Finn
chanism of civilization everywhere. are said to have given very little help
Without them we have no guarantee toward recapturing them,
against repetition of other wars,
steamLondon. The
"The democratization of Germany
would be the best guarantee for peace. er Adah was torpedoed without warnWe would negotiate in a different ing and sunk by a German submarine
spirit and with less suspicion with a June 15.
free government than with the agNews of the safe arrival of the
gressive, arrogant Prussian militartroops sent a new thrill through Washism.
"Peace must be guaranteed by the ington. No formal announcement came
destruction of the Prussian military from the War Department. None will
power, so that the German people's come probably until MaJ. Gen. Perconfidence will repose in their equity, shing's official report has been received. Then there may be a statenot in military right.
"America, always the mainstay of ment as to the numbers and composifreedom, is beginning to send her val- tion of the advance guard.
iant sons to the battlefields of Europe
arrival at a
Washington. Safe
t rally around the standard of Lib
125
erty, said the premier. "That is why British port of a party of aboutcounvictory now Is more assured and more aircraft experts, sent from this
complete than we could have hoped try to investigate European methods
of aircraft designing and manufacfor."
ture, was announced by the aircraft
Blsbee Miners Called to Strike.
production board.
Blsbee, Ariz. Following the ignorRio Janeiro, June 29. Brazil has
ing of demands which they presented
to the three largest copper mine oper- revoked her decree ot neutrality In
ators in the Warren district, represen- the war between the entente allies
tatives of the Metal Mine Workers' and Germany.
Industrial Union, at a miners' mass
Senate O. K.s Shafroth Mine Bill.
meeting, called on all miners to walk
Washington. From the Senate comout Wednesday.
mittee on mines and mining Senator
Shafroth of Colorado submitted a
Gen. Obregon Appointed Observer.
El Paso, Tex. Gen. Alvaro Obre- unanimous favorable report on his bill
for suspension of mining assessment
gon, former minister of war In
cabinet, has been designated work during the continuation of the
as military observer of the Mexican war to all persons who do twenty-fivgovernment with the American and days of productive work in any line
French armies, and will go to the per year or spend $100 In productive
French front.
work.
Athens, June 30. The Greek government bas broken diplomatic relations with Germany,
Bulgaria and Turkey. Although war
has not yet been declared, the Greek
government considers that a state of
war exists since its advent to power.

Oppy

Austria-Hungar-

'

800-yar- d

REPUBLIC OF CHINA FALLS.
Manehu Regains Throne Army Head
Commands President LI to Resign,
London, July 2. Gen. Chang Hsun,
says a Reuter'B limited dispatch from
Peking, China, has informed President
LI Yuan Hung that he must retire
because the Manehu Emperor, Hsuan
Tung, has been restored to the throne,
Another Reuter's limited dispatch
from Peking says that Hsuan Tung issued a mandate Saturday morning announcing his succession to the throne
of China.
Reed Bill Makes 23 States Bone Dry.
Washington. The Reed bill makes

states bone dry. They
Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas,
Colorado, Georgia, Idaho, Iowa, Kansas, Maine, Mississippi, Nebraska,
North Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Rhode Island, South
Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee,
Vermont, Virginia, Washington and
West Virginia. Those partially affected are California, Connecticut, Delaware, Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Hampshire,
New York, Ohio and Texas.
twenty-thre-

e

are:

Roads Refused Rate Increases.
Washington. The Interstate Commerce Commission denied the plea of
the railroads of the United States for
a horizontal increase of 15 per cent
in freight rates. In Its decision the
commission Indicated its willingness
to increase class rates in the Eastern
district approximately 14 per cent.
of the freight
Since about
handled is moved under class ra'tes,
the decision virtually allows the East
ern lines about 4 per cent increase in
revenue.
Increases
gross freight
sought in rates on coal, coke and iron
ore will be granted.

Lloyd-Georg-

Elder-Dempst-

Belgian Mission to Visit Colorado.
Washington, June 30. The Belgian
mission will leave here Sunday for its
western tour. It will arrive In ChiAllies Loaned $1,016,000,000.
cago Monday morning and spend the
Washington. The Treasury Departand afterward will visit
ment placed an additional $10,000,000 day there, Green
Milwaukee,
Bay, St. Paul, Minto the credit of England, making total
Spokane, Seattle, Portland,
loans to Great Britain for war pur- neapolis,
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Salt Lake
poses of $560,000,000. This makes a City, Colorado Springs, Denver,
total of loans to the allied countries
Little Rock, Louisville, Cincinof $1,018,000,000.
nati, Charleston, W. Va., and Tulsa,
Okla.
Ruark Reappointed Receiver.
Potato Prices Drop In Chicago.
Gen. Scott on Russian Front.
Deweese Denied New Trial.
Washington. President Wilson nomChicago. Wholesale prices of poPetrograd. MaJ. Gen. Scott, chief
inated Lee A. Ruark at Del Norte,
Salt Lake City. Howard Deweese, military member of the American mis- tatoes here dropped 40c to 65c a bushColo., to be a receiver of public mon- convicted of slaying his wife, was de- sion, was at the Russian front for
el, to the lowest level this year. Sales
were made at $2.40 and $1.65.
eys.
nied a new trial.
lengthy tour.
s

e

Negro Mob Kills Policeman.
East St. Louis, 111 More than 200
rioting negroes in East St. Louis,
Monday morning, every man armed
either with a rifle or a revolver, virtually took possession ot the "black
belt," killed one policeman and seriously wounded others.

Kingdom Gould Weds Governess.
Tammany Hall Address by Keating.
New York. Under a special dispenWashington, July 2. Representasation granted by Cardinal Farley,
Kingdom Gould, eldest son of George tive Keating of Colorado will deliver
Annan-ilatta
the Fourth of July address at TamJ. Gould, was married to Hiss
Camilla Maria Luccl.
many Hall

Coal Fields 8old for $3,000,000.
Spain Appear Near Revolt
New York. The extensive coal
to
I.
to Germany.
of the administration in making efLondon, July
Spain appears
fields of the Victor American Fuel
Washington. The United States fective the embargo authorized by be In the throes of a revolution. In Company, located In the Gallup disQuarters It Is believed trict of New Mexico, have been sold
unwillingly bas been providing Ger- Congress.
that the fall of the Spanish monarchy for a consideration of approximately
many with the most valued of the food
and the rise ot a republic In Its stead $3,000,000, for the account of the Ray
To Drill for OH Along Crow Creek.
products she herself lacks for the sucConsolidated Copper Company, the
cessful prosecution of the war. Fats
Grover. Drilling for oil along Crow ts only a matter of days.
Chlno Copper Company and the Amor-leaIn sufficient quantity to ration all of creek will begin soon
Oil
the
Eagle
by
Smelting and Refining Company.
Dead.
Germany's 7,700,000 men under arms Company, a company
composed of Former Supreme Juttloe Moody
are entering Teutonic empires from
H.
William
Moody,
Mass.
Haverhill,
and
men.
Denver
The
Chicago Bank Closes Down.
presiThese Greeley
Holland and Scandinavia.
former associate Justice of the United
Chicago. Doors of the old private
countries get these products, directly dent of the company is Dr. Louis
banking firm of Graham ft Bona,
or Indirectly, from the United States. Hough, who located the first success- States Supreme Court, died at bis which
has heavy deposit, were closed.
borne here.
Hence the desire for speed on the part ful oil land in Tehuantepec, Mexico.
U. S. Food Going

d

Crowded Trolley Leaps Into Niagara.
Niagara Falls, N. Y.. July 2. A Niagara Gorge route car, crowded with
sightseers, plunged into the river In
the upper reaches of the Whirlpool
Thirteen
rapids Sunday afternoon.
bodies have been recovered. A soldier
who saw the accident says be saw at
least six persona carried down the
river into the maelstrom below. Late
last night police and National Guard
officers placed the number of known
dead In the gorge accident at 28, and
the known Injured at 39.

Contributions for Red Cross.
The Washington Red Cross headquarters announced that Delaware led
ail other states in per capita contributions to Its fund, with a rate of $6.
Figures for other states thus far tabulated are: New York (outside New
York City), $1.28; Colorado, $1.27;
California, $1.12; Illinois, 88c; Oregon,
82c; Utah, 73c; Idaho, 7lc; Wyoming,
70c; Nebraska, 53c; Iowa, 40c; Arizona, 38c; Texas, 25c; Nevada, 21c;
North Dakota, 11c; New Mexico, 10c;
South Dakota, 9c; Hawaii, Jc

tached to the American expeditionary
force have reached France in safety.
The transfer, one of the largest ever
undertaken by the Unaxed States army,
wis made without the loss or injury
of a single American soldier and without any cases of serious illness. Dispatches filed during the week, released by the censor Saturday, say
that the trip wag made on schedule
time and that the American fighters
are in splendid trim.

War Tax Bill la Completed.
Washington. Revision ot the
war tax bill passed by the
house five week ago, was completed
committee. The
by the Senate finance
measure virtually- - was rewritten and
reduced to $1,652,170,000, with no author' zation of additional bonds.

Mongolia Hlta Mine and Sinks.
Bombay, India. The Peninsular and
Oriental liner Mongolia struck a mine
off Bombay on Juno 23d. The passengers and crew hare arrived at Bom-baThe malls are believed to have
been lost

Dutch Warship Enters American Pert
An Atlantic Port A Dutch armored
cruiser, the first warship flying the
flag of Holland to come Into this port
for more than ten years, arrived hero
Friday. The warship will remain tor
several days.

Wlldhorse Hae $29,000 Fire.
A fire ot unknown
Wlldhorse.
origin destroyed the greater portion of
the business section ot this town. The
estimated damage Is $25,000, $15,000
of which Is covered by Insurance.

New Greek Ministry Takes Office.
Athens. The new Greek ministry,
headed by SL Vsnlxelos, took the oath
at the palace and was acclaimed by
an enthuslastls crowd returning to the
government building.

"Daylight Saving" Passed by Senate.
The Senate passed
Washington.
the "daylight saving" MIL It provides
for the advancing; of tho clock one
hour from May to October, affective
next year.

n

U. 8. Army Reaches France In Safety.
Washington. All ot the troops at-

HOLES CHARM FOR
Navy, VUth Its High Ideals and
Splerdid Record, Justifies
Nation's Pride.
MEN

NEEDED

FOR

SERVICE

Masters at arras, second class
H.K
Boatswains' mats, second elass
11 60
Gunners' mates, seoond class
, $8 60
at. 60
Quartermasters, second class
Machinists' mates, sscond class
44.00
44.00
Electricians, second class
44.00
Itself. It needs men proficient la Bhlpflttsrs, second class
Oilers
40.70
nearly all line of human working en- Carpenters' mats, second class
88.60
deavor.
88.(0
Painters, second class
88.60
Rat of Pay In Navy.
Storekeepers, second claas
Teomen.
second
class
18.(0
The law increasing the pay of the
men In the navy has Just been enacted Pharmacists' mates, second class..., 88.(0
Petty Officers, Third Class.
and tbe pay table under the new disMasters at
138.00
pensation have not yet been made out, Coxswains arms, third class
83.00
but It I a simple thing to determine Gunners' mates, third class
13 00
RED-BLOOD-

MEN

ED

CHANCE

F03

HIGH

Always an Opportunity for En
listed Men to Secure
Commissions.
WELL

PAID

AND CARED

FOR

nance department, a signal corps, to

SERVICE IN ARMY
Sergeant, first class, medical depart'
merit. Sergeant. Held musician, mill'
M
tary academy
nuepuai sergeant. Master engineer.
Engineer
Quartermaster sergeant, senior grade
Q. M. corps.
Band lsader. Master
signal electrician. Master electrician.
Master engineer, senior grade. Master hospital sergeant.
Band sergeant and assistant leader, military
academy
Additional Pay Per Month.
Mess sergeant
Casemate electrician
Observer, Urst class
Plotter
Coxswain
Chief planter
Chief loader
Observer, second class
Gun commander
Oun pointer
Surgical assistant
Expert rifleman
Nurse
Sharpshooter
First claas gunner
,
Second claas gunner
Marksman
Dispensary assistant
Certificate of merit
Win Additional Pay.
On the first
each priv
ate In the United States army gets $3
additional pay euch month, and this Is

officer of the bureau of Insular affairs,
a military bureau, the regular army re-

LATt

MARKET J

serve, th corps of cadets at West
Point, and other smaller organization
used for disciplinary grades, lervie
schools, and record depot detachments
and for some other purposes.
How It Is Commanded,
An army I a huge body of men
together for fighting purpose In
different unit of organisation. An
army when It passe a certain strength
usually is commanded by a general.
no general In tbe UnitToday there
ed States army, but It la probable that
within a few months congress will revive the rank and name some officer,
who, taking the title of general, shall
have supreme command of all tbe fight
ing forces in the Held.
An army Is composed of army corps.
There may be two or three or more
corps In an army. Sometimes when
there Is a huge number of troops In
the fleld one general Is put In supreme
command while his forces are divided
Into several armies, each one in com
mand of a lieutenant general. It I
likely thut congress soon will make
MaJ. Gen. John J. I'ershlug a lleuten
ant general and put him In command
of the First corps, consisting of several
divisions of troops, to see service In
France.
A division of troops Is commanded
by a major general. It Is composed
of several brigades, each one of which
Is commanded by a brigadier general.
It Is possible for a brigade to consist
of a combination of cavalry, Infantry
and artillery, but frequently each brigade Is composed of regiments all of
he same branch of the service. The
typical Infuntry brigade, for Instance,
consists of a headquarters and three
eglments of Infuntry, while a typical
cavalry brigade consists of a bead- quarters and three regiments of

QUOTATIONS
Western Ntwspsper Union News Service,
DENVER MARKETS. '

Cattle.
steers (pulp fed) good to
oholce
ll.7iaH.ll
Steers (pulp fed) fair to
H.noeiMi
good
10.76dll.5l
Heifers, prime
Cows (pulp fed) good to
choice
10.00910.71
Cows (pulp fed) fair to good 1.00
.7I
t.CI
Cows, canners and cutters. 6.60
Veal calves
12 50014.2$
Bulls
7.6O&10.00
Feeders and stockers, good
to choice
9.50 S 10.11
Feeders and stockera, fair

S3.O0
the rate of pay of each seaman of Quartermasters, third class
,
33.00
Electricians. Id class
Pays All Expenses and whatever class by adding to the pay Carpenters' mates, third class
S3 00
Food, Clothing, Lodging and Medical
given In the accompanying table the Painters, third class
88.00
Montly Wag la All Velvet
Attendance Provided Many Who
83.00
amount of increase In each case. The Storekeepers, third class
'Tier I Always Room at th
Hav Entered Service a Priv83.00
Teomen, third class
Increased
allotment
has
pay
Just
gone
83.00
Top," True of Navy.
ate Have Gained High Rank.
into erreet. Below Is given the navy Pharmacists' mates, third class
Rating With Seamen.
wage
with
the
table,
as
It
stood
Day
Seamen sunners
128.(0
By EDWARD B. CLARK.
By EDWARD B. CLARK.
prior to the recent act of congress. In Seamen
86.40
Wartiington. Sailor of the Ameri order to know what
"In the regular army,
Washington.
88 (0
to good
first
8.50
$.11
Firemen,
each
class
man'
pay
ca navy, many of them young men now Is, It is
O!"
36 2u
reeaers and stockers, com
first class
only necessary to know Musicians,
wso only a year ago were on tbe
mon
to
7.50
86.40
f
fair
first
This
class
Una
Hospital
Is
from a song In praise of
apprentices,
farm, that every man now
drawing less than
a the bench, at the counter, or In
the regulars which Is as old as the
Rating With Seamen, Second Class.
$21 month will receive an Increase of
Hogs.'
820.(0
second claas
thool, today are In Uncle Sam' deUood hogs
15.70
. .15.55
15 a month j that
army Itself. It Is the pride f tbe
man drawing Seamen,
88 00
Firemen, second claas
frayer sailing th water of the bi present rrom S22 every
regular to lay that they are always
17.60
to 124 a month, In- Shlpwrlchts
Skeen.
aea.
where
are
prlhern
ensaaed
they
88.00
ready and It would seem to the civilian
will receive $12 a month addi- Musicians, second class
17.19
Springs lambs
..K009
a tbe heroic duty of upholding the clusive,
83.00
who reads th history of the standing
, .14.00 iv 16.00
Yearling lambs
tional; that
man drawing more Buglers
25 W 10.00
Ewes
. .
Hospital apprentices, second class.... 80.80 army thai th prld Is not
form principle of freedom for all peo-4- than $24 and every
less than $45, will receive
misplaced.
Wethers
11.00
. .10.60
Rating With Seamen, Third Class.
There seems to be throughout the
. .11.60413.40
$8 a month additional, and that
Yearling wethers ....
317 60
every Apprentice seamen
The American people alway have man
country a misunderstanding concerning
34.80
drawing at present $45 or more Firemen, third class
HAY AND GRAIN MARKET.
ihown a kindly disposition toward the a
17.10
enlistments In tbe regular army today.
month will receive $6 a month addi- Landsmen
(F. O. B. Denver, Carload Price.)
and tbe
Th registration of men between th
tional pay.
Commissary Branch.
Her.
There ha been an appeal about the
877.00
Tml.
agea of twenty-onBuvlnv Prl.ai-.- ni
and thirty-on- e
for Increased for each succeeding enlist
It should be borne In mind that the Chief commissary stewards
66.00
Colorado upland
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ment.
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seen
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be
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table
in
soldiers
possible
the
apprentice
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seaman, the ordinary boy Ship's cooks, first claas
Nebraska
20.00S3$.00
upland
terest of landsmen who never smelt
new national army does not In any way thnt men who qualify as good shots,
id Hottom I 'ul.i n,l N.hr 10 00 0 1 1.00
44.00
who ordinarily gets $17.00 a Ship's cooks, second class
recruit,
alt water. Americans always have month, will be
22.00$ 14.0
88.00
or
class
Timothy
man
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because
the
cooks,
of
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their
Ship's
from
prevent
enlist
registered
capabilities,
South Park, choice
receiving at the time Shin's cooks, fourth class
23. 00a 26.00
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taicen a pride In their navy.
in the regular army, the navy are given certuln positions, receive an
Ins;
today
that this Is read $15 additional, mak- Bakers,
Ciuiililson
24.09
21.004
Valley
48.(0
first class
Htruw
or
the
Today Uncle Sam needs men for bis ing his pay $32.60.
Increase
Marine
6.004ji 7.00
of
a
also
It
Is
There
still
pay.
may
corps.
w
monthly
Bakers, second class
navy and he wishes to get them from
17.(0
chance for a man to become a volun- be snld that each enlisted man who
Cnls.
Here Is the pay table as It stands Landsmen
2.45
Oats, NiLr., 100 lbs., buying
66.00
the ranks of those who are charged
Stewards to commander In chief
teer and by becoming one to enter the serves In the aviation corps receives an
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of
the
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Increases
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chief
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commandants
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Chief
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Officers.
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per
Petty
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where on the coast" for possible deadly
Cabin stewards
long as American fighting men tuke the participate regularly and frequently In
49.60
Monthly Cabin cooks
service with the great fleet of the
Meld.
Flour.
aerial flights, or while holding the
66.00
Wardroom stewards
Pay.
6.(5
Hungarian patent
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MY CRANDPA'9 VIEWS.
Alva Chandler.
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securing interchangability.
Many factors have worked together character of freight shall be carried after the superhuman efforts of thei. view towould
There
be no exposure and no
to cause the decline in our prodoc- - and all that, the government should banks and the newspapers was
The presiden- - danger of exposure of neglect in
the nrinrinal one. nerhaos. be- - also tell the railroads that the work Icess finally achived.
Ing the inroads which ipricu'tnre has they do for the public shall be paid.tial boom of McAdoo for 1920 is, providing healthful shelter and food
on.
for the soldier. There would be
Made on available grazing lands. But for at remunerative prices.
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'Most convenient Hotel in Denver for Shopping.
Only block from Denver Dry Goods Con pan j
Only V2 blocks from Lewis Dry Goods Cq
from
blocks
Joslin
Dry Goods Co.
Only
-.
i o T?: u
i
rxjij jkijxo rvu.
ut
taiici
iu
uiuris
i
3 blocks to the 3 main theaires and a!l th
defent" oi'0
the administration protested that
mam piClUre SflOWS.
una vvuiu uc
uiiiis vur
F
information to the TWO NEW MODERN,
terests by givingjcujai
enemy. Nothing could be further
GARAGES JUST FINISHED WITH-- '
from the fact. If Germany wants to
know what size of shells we use,
IN ONE HALF BLOCK OF HOIEU
she has already gained the informa-

t

SraVeS.

in-

tion. But that information would be
useless to her, for our shells would
not fit her guns and she has no
means of getting possession of them
until they are delivered from tlie
muzzles of our guns. When a Republican Senator asked for information regarding the interchangability
of American munitions he rendered
a distinct public service for which
he should be thanked rather than
criticized.
An examination of the record will
sbow that Republicans have been
constructive, patriotic and effective
in, their
suggestions upon matters
have
relating to the war.
They
sometimes been the means of securing
over ,the obstructive ef
forts of Democrats.
Because
the
war places the President and the
members of his cabinet in the limelight, the assistance rendered by
members of congress is frequently
overlooked. But history, when written impartially, will tell a story of
efficient and patriotic service of
which Republicans will be proud.
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FIRE-PROO-

The main street car lines en
away (for quiet) reaches tnmf
part of the City and City Parts.
The main auto State thoiougbfw
from North and South poes past Kt
door.
The Auditorium Hotel is comfortable. You feel just like you we
at home. The ladies lounging roont
which has jus', been lately complex
ed on the first floor, adds greatly ta
the comfort and convenience of th
guests.
la-bl-

RATES AND PRICES ARE REASONABLE.
The dinng room is attractive and prices very
modest. The a la carte menu and table d'hote
meals are both used.
Watson Bros, own the Hotel and furnishings

TRY THE AUDITORIUM NEXT
TIME YOU COME TO DENVER.
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a coMpletc hut t ditclostrre of favoritism,! sectioaatisa, ana1 bad judgment ia the letting of contract.
With a law on the itatute books
1
suppressing publicitj there would
of carelessness
bjt encouragement
or fraud. Neither carelessness nor
fraud can win or help win this war.
. . A2y2
. ,
wnen it was proposed in tne sen-!,- -.
ate to ask the War Department forivuijr
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LANDS FOR SALE
Vargas
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Trail, (the great, Transcontinental Highway) affords a magnificent road in all directions and the valley furnishes the best of shelter
for stock in bad weather.
Cheaper per acre than state land and is far superior to any land
now !eing offered. Possession given in six months from date of sale.
Write for fuller information to Santa Fe Realty Company, or
call on Lorin C. Collins or Carl A. Bishop at suites 17 or 19 Catron
Block, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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GRANT

This ranch is five miles north Of Lamy and eight miles south
of Sanla Fe, the capital of New Mexico, on the line; of the Santa Fe
railroad, in Santa Fe County.
It is all stock fenced with the exception of one and one-ha- lf
miles on the north where it joins some rented land.
It is most abundantly watered and has the finest pasturage; the
s.jil being a rich adobe, which is also highly adapted for agriculture.
A sheltered valley on the east, through which runs the Santa Fe
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F.ur.-.pta-

1 1

7338 Acres in the South End of the De
Grant; $3 Per Acre.
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The Nation's Needs First
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Im-IW-

1

Th QlnstratioB ihowi a militsir offloer hmrriag to th Mephoo for ImporV
at milit-- ry buiineM tad a civiliaji cheerfully aooordisf him th right of way.
This typifies th attitad of th nation and it also typifies th attitude of th
Bell System.
Th nation is at war and it is necessary that private interests shall be subordinated to th Government's need for telephone service.

mea-who- m
re-be-

ce"?'

When war was declared, th whole Bell System was immediately placed at th
disposal of tbe Government.
During these weeks of military preparedness the Government has had the service of the most comprehensive and efficient telephone system in the world.
As our military strength grows, and we become larger participants in the great
war, the demands of the Government upon our service will continue to increase,
and must always be met.
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An extraordinary increase in telephone traffic, due to th unprecedented commercial and industrial activity incident to th war, must be adequately provided for.

W ask you to cooperat

unavoidable inconvenieno

in this patriot--) service, and to bear cheerfully any
or delay in your telephone service.

--

prepared-in-advanc-

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
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NEW MEXICO NEWS REVIEW
From Special Reports and State Papers
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Sala Na. 887. Ntt. SEld See. 11. T. 18S. SWXNEX Sec 15, All of See.. 16, 17, 18. 9Public SaleA. to the
NWK, SEWNWJ4, SEX Sec 33, SW5SWX
M., on Friday. Auguat 17th, paymenta of not leaa than
o'clock,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
There are no NXNX Sec. 19, NXNX, SEXNEX. NEX
Sec. 34, T. 28S., R. 17W., S'i Sec. 5, All 5W containing 480 acrea.
erty, together with Mr. Long's other
SEX Sec. 20, SEXNEX. EXSEX See. 29. 1917, in the town 01 Deming, l.ounty ol of ninety-fiv- e
of Seca. 6, 7, 8, 9, ViiWH, SEKSE) See. improvementa oa thia lana.
per cent of the purchaae
extensive holdings, makes him one
of New Mexico, in front of the
State
Luna.
R.
T.
All
of
3N.,
32,
Sec
Sec.
31,
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Seca.
All
10,
of
price at any time after the .ale and prior
12, 13, NNEti, NWUNWX
Court Houae therein, the following
of the heaviest tax payers of De
to the expiration of thirty yeara from date
Sale No. SM, NEMNWtf. NV4NEJ4. SEM 20W., SEXNEX, SEX Sec. 1, All of Sec.
Sec. 14, All of Seca. 15, 16, 17, 21, T. 29S.,
tracta of land, via:
and to provide for the
SF.MSEM 2, All of Sec. 11, EX, SWX Sec. 12, All
NKSEW
Sec.
of the contract,
. Tfi4SV4.
R.
Baca county. Ft. Sumner Leader.
GRANT COUNTY.
17W., SEX, Sy.SWH Sec. 1, All of NEU.
balance at the exof
Seca. 3, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, IS. 22; 23; 24; Sec. 10, SVjSWJ. NWJSEM, EHNEM Sec. of Sec 13, 14. T. 3N., R. 21W., WX.
Sec. payment of .ny unpaid from the date of
Sale No. 848.
Sec. 19, AU ol Sec
NWXSF-ee. 14, HWBSr.Jt. NWXNEX.
S.. R. 17W.. II, NWHSEM. NS45WH
years
Office of the Commiaatoner of Public Laada, 25: 26: 27 : 34 : 35 : 36: T.
thirty
piration
acrea. the
K.
iw
15.200.93
w.,
1',
on deferred
i.
R.
24.
containing
NWM
intereat
20W.,
15.
30,
SWWSEH
with
4N.,
See.
NEWNEtf
containing
Sec
T,
aama re, ntf aiexico.
containing 53,967.84 acrea, of which 48.727.84
EDDY
The improvementa on, thia land consist n,.m-n- contract,
ii
at the rate of four Der cent per
acrea were aelected for the R. R. Bond NEJ4. SENW;, NV4SWJ See. 25. NtfSVi acrea, of which 800 acrea were aelectedR. for
and clearing, value annum payable in advance on the anni
R. of
well,
Notice ia hereby given that purauant Fund.
Fe and Grant County
R.
reaervoir,
the
T.
Santa
15S.,
See.
SW.,
27,
Sec
N$4SWi
There
are
no
on
2.
improvementa
The imnrovemrnt. on tbi. $550.
to the Droviaiona of an Act of Contrreas. thia land.
The improvementa R,,nd Fund.
versary 01 tne date 01 ccntraci next
containing 1,280 acrea.
Richfield Oil People Here.
on thia land conaiat of feaeing, value land consist of houae, well, dam, and fenc- the date of tender.
approved June 20, 1910, the lawa of the
Ne. 848A, SF.X Sec. 18. T. 23S.. R.
Mexico
New
of
State
value
and
and
$18,650.
the
rulea
Two representatives of the Rich
The aale of landa aelected for the Sant.
,,?,,e
Sale No, 828. SEHSEH Sec 30, S)4NK. , S.'3.
ing,
IMI sera a
Til
Mntatntns
imnrnv.
Fe
Grant County R. R. Bond Fund
regulation! of the State Land Office, the NEWNEM Sec. 31. S'A. NW!". WMNEK Sec.
and
field Oil Company of California, are Commiaaioner
Sale No. 728, Lota 1. 2, 3, 4 Sec. 1, Alli"ents on . thi. land consist of clearing. will be auhject to the above term, and
Sal
if Public Landa will offer at
Na. 818, WWSWH. NF.MSWM. STM
SWMNWM.
NWXSW!, SKSWK. SE
in the Valley this week, looking af Public hale to the higheat bidder, at 32,
conditiona except that the successful bidder
Sec. 33, T. 20S., R. 13W., All of Seca. 3, NWX Sec 9, T. 18S., R. 7W coataininc of Seca. 12, 13, 14, NX Sec. IS, NX, EX i value
o'clock, P. M., on Thuradav, Auguat 16th, 4, ,5 6, 7; 8; 9. 10, 15, Is. 17; 18; 19; 20;
acrea. There are ao improvemeate oa SWX, SEX Sec. 23, All of Sec. 24, EX. Sale No. 841, SX Sec 3. NWX Sec. 10, muat pay in cash or certified exchange at
ter the Company s oil interests here. 21917,
of the purchaae
in the town of Silv-- r City, County 21: 22: 38; 29; 30: T. 21 S.. R. I3W. con thia laad.
NX. WX. SWX NWX. SWX Sec. 9, T. 6S..
R. 8W., the time of aale
R. 6E
of Grant, State of New Mexico, in front
All of Seca. 19, 30 T. 6S., R. 7E.. SX Sec. 12, All of Sec. 2, T. 23S., 800
13.360.23 acrea, of which 12.160.23 acrea
by him for the land, four
taining
acrea price offered
1,440.48 acrea, of which
New Pump for Brown Well.
of the court houae therein, the follow, were aelected for the R. K. Bond fund.
for the balance
The improve. containing
in
advance
interest
Each Vf the above deacribed tracta will containinr 5.483.76 acrea.
cent
for the Santa Fe and Grant per
menta on thia land conaiat of two wella. wa. aelected
be offered for aale aeparately.
price and will be reThe Mexola Oil company received ing deaenbed tracta of land, via:
There are no improvementa oa thia land.
The improve of auchto purchase
County R. R. Bond Fund.
a contract providing for
$3,000.
value
execute
quired
ments on thia land consist of barn, well, the
the shipment of a new pumping out- - Sala No. 828, All of Sect. J, g, a, 10. IS, Each of the above deacribed tracta wilt No bid oa the above deacrfbed tracta
payment of the balance of auch purof land will be accepted for leaa thaa Three
Sale No. T21. SEX Sec. 19. All of Sec.. tanks, fencing, ditch, clearing and plowing, chaae price in thirty equal, annual pay17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, WH Sec. 25; be offered
tit Wednesday, for the Brown we 1 16,
for aale aeparately.
Dolllara ($3.00) aa acre, which ia the ap- 30. 21, 28, NX, SWX Sec 29, SEX. SEX value $2735.04
All
27.
Seca.
of
26,
SMSVj,
NWXSW'K,
ment., with intereat on i1 deferred pay
nd same will be promptly installed.
And hi additioa
No bid on the above deacribed tracta praised value thereof.
SKSWX. NEXSWif Sec. 30. All of
Sec. 29, All
W4NWJ Sec. 28, Ni4 SW
menta at the rate of four per cent per
Sale No. 842, EXNWX Sec. 18. T 23S.. annum
The new pump is expected to de- of
Seca. 30, 31, WX, WXE!, NEXNEX, of land will be accepted for leaa than thereto the aacceaafal bidder araet pay
31, 32, 33, T. 5S., R. 12W., All of
in advance, payment, and intereat
The imfor the improvementa that exist oa the Seca. 24. 25, 36. T. 5S., R. 13W.. SWX R. 8W., containing 80 acre..
liver about 200 barrels of oil per SEKSEH Sec. 32, E4, EV4WH, NWJNWX, Three Dollar. ($3 00) per acre which ia the lead.
due on October 1st of each year.
of
on
land
conaiat
well,
thi.
And ia additioa
of Public Land, of
Sec J, Wx, SEX Sec 4, EX, SWX Sec. provement,
SWKSWM Sec. 33, All of Seca. 34. 35, 36, appraiaed value thereof.
Commiaaioner
The
day.
T. 26S., R. 17W., All of Seca. 25, 36, T. thereto the aucceaaful bidder muat pay
The above aale of laada will be aubyect 5. Alt of Sec. 6, Lot. I, 2, NEX, NEXNWX fence, and clearing, value $280.
Mew
or hi. agent holding .uch
Mexico,
S K 18W., All of Seca. 1, 2. 3, 4, E4 for the improvementa that exfat oa the tn the follow iag term a aad coaditiona,
, WX Sec 10.
,
Sec 7, All of Seca.
right to reject any and
th;
T.
23S., R. sale, reaerve.
22,
Na.
Sale
NEX
84$,
Sec
land.
T. 6S., R. 12W, All of Seca. 2,
EX Sec.
Possession
vial
aaid aale.
Sec. 5, NMNEU,
SW
SEtf, NWKNW
Drilling on Altua Well.
The improve- all bida offered ofat aale
containing 160 acrea.
for the above descontracta
Sec 6, SEjNW!,. NKSEK. No bid on the above deacribed tracta The aucceaaful bidder aaaat paw ta the 4, EX Sec. 9. All of Sec 10, EX, SWX 8W.,
Charles Sherman, of Tulsa, Okla- NE. NWJ WM
ment, oa thi. laad consist of well, valae under
Sec. 1, EJ4NEM.
of land will be accepted for leaa thaa Commiaaioner
cribed tract, will be given oa or before
or Bia ageat Sec 12, SEX Sec 11, NEX. EXNWX, SWX $100.
SWX
SWXSEX,
Public
of
Laada,
homa, head dril'er for the Mexola itBa sec. a, nn see , ah of seca. lu. Three Dollar. (83.00) aa acre, which ia the hnldine aueh aale.
of the Sec 13, SEX Sec 15, T. e.S, R. 13W., conOctober lat, W17.
The improvementa
13,620.84 acrea.
Oil company, is now at work clean- 11, 12. 13, 14. 15, 16, SK,NVS. S Sec 17, appraiaed value thereof.
my hand and the official aeal
price offered by him for the laad, foot taining
Sale Ne. 844, SWX Sec 13. T. 24S.. R. ofWitneaaState
of
oa
land
conaiat
Office thi. 28th day
,
SWNWW. SW14 Sec 19. EMNWtf. EVC Sec.
corral.,
thi.
house,
for
Saata
Excent
for
landa
aelected
for
the
the
balance
advance
per cent iaterrat ia
There are ao of the A. D..Land
6W., containing 160 acrea.
ing out and deepening the Altus 20, NX, SEX. NKSWM Sec. 21. All of Fe and Grant County R. JL Bond Fund, of
1917.
the fees for ed- - trougha, well, and windmill, value $5,000. improvement,
each
May.
price,
purchaae
on
laad.
thi.
well. This well like the Brown well, Seca. 22, 23, 24, 2S, 26, 27, E& SXNWX, the aucceaaful bidder muat aay to the vertieiaar aad eoeraieraaeat aad all coats
ROBT.
P. ERVIEN,
Each of the shove fceeribed tracta v '
Sala Ne. 848, SWX Sec 33. T. US., R.
Commiaaioner of Public Landa.
Sec 28. All of Sec. 29, SH Sec 30, Commiaaioner of Public Laada, or hit agent incideatal to the aale hereia, aad each aad
just reaches the shallow oil sands SWJ4
160 acrea, aelected for the
All
State
Seca.
R.
T.
All
of
8W
ha be offered for aale aeparately.
31,
33,
17W..
he
275.,
anaet
of New Meatiea.
all
the
each
of
aaid
of
amowata
containing
aale,
deposited
holdiag
below the artesian, strata, and if 100 of Sec
.
Boad First Publication June 1, 1917.
No bid on the above deacribed tract. Saata Fe aad Grant Coaaty K.
NWJ8NEI4, NKNWM, SWJaNWM, price offered by him for the land. Soar caah er certified exchange at the tn
Last Publication Auguat S, 1917.
lo 200 barrels of oil per day can be SH Seca,12, SH Sec 13, AH of Sec
ate aad all aw of laad will be aacepted for Ira. thaa Faad.
24, All per ceat iatereat ia edvaacc for the balance aale, aad which aaid
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lirlc In It and a dressmaker's manne
for her magic I
Rose couldn't draw a bit.
She
hadn't the faintest impulse to make a
beginning by putting a picture down
on paper and making a dress from It
afterward. She couldn't have told Just
why she hnd bought those three shade
or paper cambric.
What she had felt, of course, at the
very outset, was the need of something
to indicate, roughly, the darks and
lights In her design. And, short of the
wild extravagance of slashing Into the
fnbrlcs themselves and making her
mistakes at their expense, she could
think of nothing better than the
scheme she chose.
Rehearsal was dismissed fl little
early thnt night, nnd she was back In
her room by eleven. Arrived there,
she took off her outer clothes, sat
down
on the floor, and
went to work.
When at last, with a little sigh, nnd
a tremulously smiling acknowledg
ment of fatigue, she got up and looked
nt her watch, It wns four o'clock In
the morning. She'd hnd one of those
experiences of which every artist can
remember a few In his life, when It Is
Impossible for anything to go wrong;
when the vision miraculously betters
Itself in the execution ; when the only
difficulty Is that which the hands have
In the purely mechanical operation of
keeping up.

quinthe raw materials

THE REAL ADVENTURE
By HENRY KITCHELL WEBSTER
Copyright

ROSE STANTON

ALDRICH

MAKES AN OPPORTUNITY

HERSELF DURING REHEARSALS

1916,

Bobbe-Merri-

Co.

out In front won't know the difference,
I'll bo out to my little farm on Long

FOR

Islund and raise garden truck."
1 here
wus another momentary si
lence, .for the girl made no comment
at all on this statement of his credo,
Hut he felt sure, somehow, that she
understood It, and presently he went
on speaking.
"Would It be possible, do you think
to get better gowns thut would ulso
he cheaper?
That argument would
bring (ioltlsinith around in a hurry. It's
ridiculous, of course, but thnt's the
trouble with making a production for
amateurs. You spend more time fight
lug them than you do producing the

OF THE MUSICAL

nieillute decision. The Job would be a
good deul of a scramble at best, as the
lime was short. They had reached the
uantlolpli street end of the avenue, and
a policeman, like Moses cleaving the

cross-legge- d

AMERICAN RED CROSS

HOSPITAL

FIRST TO ANSWER

UNITS

NATION'S CALL FOR

HELP ON EUROPE'S

BATTLEFIELDS

Organized In Peace Times. These Groups of Surgeons, Nurses
and Privates Are Showing the Allies That Uncle Sam Is
Prepared to Aid Them Fully in One Department at
Least This Community Must Do Its Part We
Must Give Our Time, Services. Money.

If the American Red Cross had never requires an operation, he Is In the
done anything else than organize, equip hands of the best surgeons of the land,
and supply the base hospitals which with the finest surgical tools to do
are now backing our armies, It would their work. And the hospital has an
have justified Its existence. Of course ample supply of wound dressings, pads,
It has done, and still Is doing, count- splints,
gowns,
hospital
surgical
less great things for America and for shirts all the thousand and one things
s
the world; but Its accomplishment In a
hospital must have.
the line of base hospitals Is just now
That is the service which the American Red Cross has provided for the
of prime Importance.
As briefly as It may be defined,
American soldier before our country
base hospital Is an Institution which was at war before a single American
cares for the sick or wounded soldier ship or unit of the American army
from the time he Is sent back from wns headed for Europe. Thirty-si- x
of
the firing line, until he Is able to be these hospitals enough to care for the
removed to a hospital In his own coun wounded of nn army of a million men
have been mnde' ready to the last
try.
It is almost unbelievable, but never strip of bandage and the last enrolled
theless a fnct, that until the American stretcher bearer. Several of them are
now in France, helping to care for the
Red Cross took hold of the task
year ago, no nation In the history of wounded of the allies, and ready to
the world had ever organized a base care for the American soldiers who are
hospltul until after war had been de- sure to fall Into their hands before
clared and the fighting begun, and the many weeks.
Each of these base hospitals calls
wounded men lay writhing on the
for the services of 23 surgeons,. 2
ground.
Always, of course, there have been dentists, 75 Red Cross nurses and 150
few army surgeons with each regl privates, Including orderlies, ambumeat, who patched up the slightly lance drivers, stretcher bearers and
wounded nnd got them back Into the clerks.
The permanent minimum equipment
firing line as quickly as possible. Also,
of course, there have always been In of each hospital consists of three carall countries some sort of hospltul sys loads of beds, mattresses, scientific aptem for the care of the sick and paratus, operating room paraphernalia,
and all utensils. Units going to Euwounded when they got home.
nut always the Intermediate Insti rope these days, however, are taking
tution, for the enre and transportation double or triple equipment.
of the sick and wounded between the
The consumable supplies of each hos
front nnd the home hospitals, was pital consists of 85 crates of bandages,
missing. This has Invariably led to wound pads, splints, fracture pillows,
terrible congestion of wounded on dressings and hospltnl supplies of
the battlefields, where thousands suf- every kind to the number of 42,482, all
fered needlessly, lost arms and legs made up to army standard, packed,
that might have been saved, or died boxed nnd labeled so that surgeons and
when a little care would have pre- nurses can put their hands on them
in a moment.
served them.
Col. Jefferson Randolph Kenn, C. S.
Now from this it might seem thnt
Medical corps, director general of the Red Cross has done everylllitary relief of the Hed Cross, has thing needful, nnd that there Is nothlikened the former organization to a ing more to do for the base hospitals
bridge of which the end spans were but to wait until the wounded begin
complete, but the middle span the to stream In, and give them the benefit
base hospitals was entirely lacking
of all this foresight.
hen a man Is wounded In battle,
Not so. It has been established that
the method of caring for him Is this
the supplies of bandages and splints
modified, of course, by varying condi
and wound pads and gauze in a base
tions :
hospltnl last through Just about four
He lies on the field in No Man's days of heavy fighting. Then, unless
Land between the lines, or In thu there were a great store of supplies
rench until he Is uhle to drag himself to draw from, the hospital would find
away, or the stretcher bearers can Itself with 500 wounded on hand, and
ach him, nnd carry him to one of no dressings for their wounds.
he little flrst-nistations. These nre
Here, ngnln, Is work for the Red
always very near to the fighting lines Cross. All over the land, wherever
sometimes In a part of the trench supplies were mnde for these 30 base
where the men nre fighting.
hospitals, are women trained In makThere nil nrmy surgeon stanches the ing hospital supplies. It is for these
flow of blood, puts a dressing on the women not only to stand
ready to furwound to keep out Infection, binds on nish other supplies, but to train still

lied sea, had opened a way through
the tide of motors for a throng of pedestrians.
GIRL AND FINDS HAPPINESS
"Come across here," said Galbrfllth,
taking her by the arm and stemming
this current with her. "We've got to
Synopsis. llnse Ntiinluii, of moderate circumstances, marries
have a minute of shelter to finish this
wealthy Koducy Aldrlch, on short acquaintance, anil for more thun a
up In," and he led her into the north
year lives 111 Idleness anil luxury in Chlcugo. The life pulls on her, she
lobby of the public library. The stale,
longs u do something useful, but decides that motherhood will he a
baked air of the place almost made
rti if enough Job,
She has twins, however, and they are put Into the
them gusp. But, anyway, it was quiet
cm re of a professional nurse,
itose again becomes intensely dlssutis-lli'and altogether deserted. They could
wllh idleness, so over the violent protest of her doling husband she
show."
hear themselves think In there, he suld,
disappears Into the business world lo make good on her own initiative,
"1 don't believe," said Hose, "that and led the
way to a marble bench
Ina
a
In
of
musical
in
chorus
Jolt
anil
rehearsal
lives
gets
comedy
cos- - alongside the
you could get better ready-madstaircase.
under an assumed name in n cheap rooming house. She is well liked
limes a lot cheaper; the two or three
Hose unpinned her veil and, to his
i v
lie show producer because of her Intelligent efforts and he commisThere comes into Rose's life
e might he able to find wouldn't help
surprise, because of course she was
a new crisis which means more
sions her to help costume the chorus. Her fashionable friends think she
..s much."
going In a minute, put It Into her ulster
h is 'inie to California on a hint; viil.
hard work and much worry. The
"And I suppose," he said dubiously pocket.
Hut, curiously enough, the
next Installment covers import'It's out of the question gelling them sight of her face only Intensified an
ant developments in the story.
any other way than ready niade; that Impression that had been strong upon
Itose, "the I 'ol ret model you showed Is, anil cheaper, too."
CHAPTER XVII. Continued.
him during the last part of their walk
me before the others came in? I'll
12
Tht! only sign of excitement there
the Impression that she was a long
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
was in the girl's voice when she an way off. It wasn't the familiar eon- lose, arriving promptly at the hour try It on."
"ed upon, had a wait of fifteen
The saleswiiman's manner was dif swered, was a sort of exaggerated mat
cmpiiitive brown study, either. There OFFICE BOY OBEYED ORDERS
s before any of her sisters of ferent now, anil she
ness. "I could design the was un actlvd eager excitement about
grumbled some
Mrs.
or
costumes and pick out the materials,' it (hat made it more beautiful than
(lulilsniilh
tetle
thing about its being closing time.
Business Man Succeeded in Keeping
Just
she said, "hut we'd have to get a good he had ever seen It before. P.nt
nvd. "1 don't want
"Then, if you'll bring It lit once .
it
Out Canvassers But He Also
Hut
sal
swouiaii.
iinw." she told the
said Itose, Anil the saleswoman went sewing woman perhaps more than vus as if she were looking at some
Kept Out His Wife.
sle li.i lift, in these few weeks of Clark mi the errand.
mil' to get them done."
thing he couldn't see listening to
si
lost her air of one who will
lie vasn't greatly surprised. Per words he eouldu't hear.
five minutes later, (liilhralth. from
"I'll call In a
or two's time, and
she sees anything worth buy staring gloomily at the mournful heap haps the notion that she might suggest
buy
"Well," he said a little Impatiently, perhaps you willday then have
altered
by
ing !n fact, the saleswoman thought, of trouble Mrs. Goldsmith hail left on something of the sort was responsible
are you going to do It?"
your mind," said the latly as she was
.y Unit she knew lief, and Ills hands, looked up to confront ft for the tentative, dubious way in which
And at that the glow of her was
being shown out.
he had said he supposed it couldn't turned
her Hie few really smart things vision thai made him gasp,
fairly upon him. "Yes." she
Sir. Oldboy wns annoyed. He had
ill v b.nl iii the store- - a I'oiret evening
"I wanted you to see If you liked he done,
said, "I'm going to do It. I suppose I just been pestered by a canvasser,
"You've had experience In design mustn't thank
.hiii, a couple of afternoon frocks this," said Itose.
you," she went on, "he- - mid resolved it would he the last
i'imiii l.'tinie. Thi't-wasn't much, she
have you?" (ialliraith cause you
"If I like It!" he echoed. "Look lug gowns,
say It Isn't anything you're lime. Calling in the office boy, he
.idm.it-dII being just between
asked.
here! If you knew enough to pick
loing for me. Hut It Is a great thing gave him instructions
accordingly.
"Only for myself," she admitted. for me
out tilings like that, why did you let
greater than I could tell you. "Look here, my lud !" he said, Impres"Hut
I
know
I
do
can
It
Tin- rest of the sextette arrived in a that woman waste
of
that
part
And I won't fail.
everybody's time I'm not
You needn't be sively, "if a lady calls
again to see
good at sewing, though" she afraid."
pair in a trio. One of them squealed with junk like this? Why didn't you
me sy I'm out, or, If you like, that
reverted to the other part of the plan.
"Helm, Dane!" Tile saleswoman was help her out?"
He
a
counted out hundred and twen I won't see her. Do you hear?"
I'd have to have somebody awfully
sb.i. keil on seeing Itose nod an
"I couldn't have done much," Rose
ty dollars, which he handed over to
"Yes, sir."
1.
who'd tlo exactly what I told her.
ledginciit of this greeting, and said, "even If my offering to do any- g
She folded It and nut It awav in
"If she refuses to go tell her I'll
lusl ulioiit that time they heard Mrs. thing hadn't made her angry and I her."
her wrlstbng. The glow of her hadn't give her In charge. I won't have any
"Oh, that can he managed," he said
i.oldsinilh explaining who she was and think It would have. You see, she's
little absently, and at the end of a failed, but once more It was turned on thing to do with her!"
lie nature, of her errand to (he muli- got lots of taste, only it's had.
She
something or someone else. It wasn't
"Yes, sir," the lad replied, and withng 'i'.
wasn't bewildered a bit. She knew silence which lasted while they walked until he rose a little abruptly from the drew.
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fairly shining In his face.
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ONE

Mny morning In 1007 I was
on the terrace of the

of Halberg, at that

In the possession of the
von Stuium, whom the

lute Frelherr
emperor often visited.
On the previous day we had arrived
with a numerous suite and a large
number of personul attendants, and
during the Journey his majesty, had
been very busy receiving the dally reports, signing documents that had been
submitted to him and dictating some
personal letters In French to certain
sovereigns with whom he was on
friendly terms.
I think, how;ever, that our host became secretly Irritated at the frequent
visits of his Imperial guest, for certainly what with the establishment of the
special telegraph to Berlin and a special post ofllce, and the finding of accommodation for the crowd of personal attendants, each visit must have
cost poor old Von Stuuim a considerable amount.
I had already beea busy upstairs In
the room allotted to me, and had coino
out to take a walk In the warm and
welcome sunshine, when suddenly I
saw the emperor In a suit of brown
civilian clothes striding towards me.
He seemed to be In a humorous mood
and joked with me as I walked beside
him.
Suddenly he halted, as though recollecting something and asked :
"Heltzendorff, have ypu with ypu
some of our paper for Important documents?"
"Certainly," was my reply..
"Ah ! then please place some of It
with envelopes upon my table, and also
wire to Berlin to send here ten couriers."
"Ten couriers?" I echoed In surprise.
"Yes, ten. I mny want even twelve
or more."
I saluted and
the schloss
to put the Imperial command over the
special wire, after which I took out
and placed upon the emperor's table
some sheets of that special dark blue
paper which bears the imperial crown
and cipher embossed in black, with
the words in German "document of
the highest Importance," the formidable looking envelopes to match bearing the same words.
Just MfOre eight o'clock that night
I was Informed that the couriers were
waiting below, and on descending
found six of the Imperial messengers
and four from the ministry of foreign
affairs, ready to travel anywhere, even
to the uttermost ends of the earth.
A Stupendous Hoax.
On Informing his majesty, the latter handed to me about thirty of the
great blue envelopes contalulng "documents of the highest Importance," addressed in his own hand to various officers of state, princes, princesses, and
other prominent people In all parts of
the empire.
"These are to be taken at once, Heltzendorff," the emperor snld. "The messengers are to bring ns replies."
"In every case?" I asked.
"Yes. In every crifee," he answered.
Then I carried the batch of correspondence below, and much puzzled at
the nature of this latest activity In
I handed them
private
to the couriers, who sorted them out
and distributed them among themselves.
Half an hour later the documents
were being conveyed to various parts
of the empire.
When I returned to the study I
found the kaiser laughing quietly to
himself, and wondered what could be
the reason. He signed some documents I read to him, but ever and anon
a broad smile would cross his usually
stern features.
Until a week afterwards I did not
learn the cause of the Imperial merriment, but when I did I burst Into loud
laughter myself.
Those envelopes containing "documents of highest Importance" each contained only a comic postcard, which
the. emperor had purchased during a
visit to Saarbruck.
Tbe kaiser bad played a huge joke
upon those whom be despised, for the
delivery of these formidable Imperial
dispatches created a great stir In the
households of their recipients. Old
princes were awakened In the middle
.

letter-writin-

of the night to be banded a dispatch
from the emperor; old princesses
jumped out of bed to receive an Imperial communication; officers tore
open the envelopes eagerly expecting
high appointments ; the admlrul of the
grand fleet believed that war had been
declared ; and Insignificant foreign diplomats were under the Impression
that the emperor had at last deigned
to notice them.
The whole thing was a huge joke Invented by the kaiser on the castle terrace, and the court and the Imperial
family were In fits of laughter over It
for a week.
A Message to the Emperor.
One afternoon when we were back
again at the palace at Potsdam the
emperor wus explulnlng to me a certain order he wished carried out. Presently one of the flunkeys entered with
a private note for his majesty. The
emperor read it, and Instantly I saw
that his countenance grew pale and
his manner changed.
He rend It again, and then
it, his Hps compressed, his eyebrows
narrowed, and his cheeks unduly pale.
Afterwards he struck a match and
burned the letter In the grate.
That missive no doubt contained
some grave news, the nature of which
I could not guess, because he suddenly
abandoned his work, and, telling me to
meet him In the study at eight o'clock
that evening, he strode out.
When he' had gone out I picked up
the blackened tinder and examined It,
but It was so,charred that I could not
reud any word, though from the two
or three marks of the pen I realized
that it had been written by the " hand
of a woman.
An hour later I learned that the emperor had left Potsdam. He had by
receipt of that letter evidently become
seriously perturbed.
I culled the flunkey who had handed
him the missive and questioned him.
He had received it from another servant who had received it from someone
else, until at last I discovered that It
had been handed by a young girl to
one of the sentries on duty outside the
paluce, who In due course had sent it
in to his majesty.
While passing along one of the corridors that evening I met
old Von Klupfel, who was at that time
grand chamberlain, and he beckoned
me Into his cozy room. Then, when the
door was closed, be asked
"What has happened? The emperor
has left Incognito and all of a sudden.
The state ball tomorrow night has been
cancelled."
"Cancelled !" I echoed. "Where has
the emperor gone?"
"Nobody knows except Herman,
his personal valet, whom he has taken
with him."
"Curious," I remarked, thinking of
the letter, though, of course, I told Von
Klupfel nothing of It. Whatever transpired within his majesty's study was
always regarded as a strict secret.
More than one serious family quarrel
had occurred there la my presence.
'.'Well, something serious has certainly occurred. That Is my belief,"
declared the old charaberluln. " 'Uncle'
Zeppelin was coming to the palace tomorrow on a visit, and I have Just sent
him a telegram to postpone his Journey.'"
"But his majesty had two Important
engagements tomorrow, and, In addition, a military parade In Berlin," I
said.
"All Is canceled, my dear Von
replied the old fellow. "The
emperor has left for a destination unknown. I suppose I had better report
his" absence to the Imperial chancellor?" he added.
"No, If I were you I would say nothing," I replied. "For some private reason his majesty has evidently been
forced to go on a Journey. Without
doubt I shall hear from him tomorrow.
As soon as I do so I will tell you."
A Telephone Message From "Heir
Zeller."
My expectation was realized, for the
next day Just after six o'clock In the
evening I received a telegram dispatched from Haarlem, In Holland, ordering
me to go to the Adlon hotel, In Berlin,
at once and register there. The concluding words of the message, sent In
English, were: "You will receive a
telephone call at 10:30 tonight." It
was signed "Zeller," one of the names
used by the emperor when he traveled
Incognito.
I ordered the car and drove Into Berlin, taking with me a small bag, and
engaged a room In Herr Adlon's hotel,
In which was a telephone.
Soon after ten o'clock I told the
telephone operator that if anyone rang
me up I should be In my room.
Half-pas- t
ten came, and then slowly
the hands of the clock passed round to
eleven, and past.
Suddenly there was a sharp ring,
and I took up the receiver.
A strange voice sounding far away
asked for me, and I replied In the affirmative.
Then In a few seconds another voice
which I Instantly recognized as the
emperpr's asked In English
"Is that you. Von Heltzendorff and
having received my reply, be said: "1
am Zeller, speaking from the Hotel
des Indes, at The Hague. Will you
tell madame I am here? Instruct
Klupfel to cancel all my engagements
for the next fortnight, and tomorrow
night come here and bring any papers
that I have to attend to. It would be
as well to tell them at my office that
I have been called to Hamburg. Can
you hear me?"
"Perfectly," was my reply. "I quite
understand your orders, sir, and will
attend to them at once. I shall leave
for The Hague tomorrow night"
"Good. And bring me another suit
of civilian clothes."
Then there was a sudden buzzing la
d
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A LETTER FROM THE CROWN PRINCE'S PERSONAL ADJUTANT
TO WILLIAM LEQUEUX, POSSESSOR OF THE
SECRETS OF EUROPE.
Veaeax Nadoa,

par

B,
Selae-et-Mar-

February loth, 181T.
Mr dear LeQuenal
I hare Juat flnlabed readies tke proofa of roar artlelea dearrlblac
mr life aa aa ofllclal at tke Imperial eoart at Potadaaa, aad tke twa or
tkree small errora roa made I kave doljr corrected.
Tke sroaa ecaadala aad wily latrbxaea wklck I kave related to Tm
were maar af them kaowa to yooraelf, for, aa the latlmate friend of
princes of Saaoar, you were, before the war,
l.nlaa, the
eloaelr associated with maar of tkoae at court whose names appear la
articles.
tkeae
The revelatloas wklck I kave made, and wklck 70a kave recorded
If tke
here, are but a tltke of tke disclosures wklck I could make, and
world desires mora, I akall be pleaaed to farnlsb rou with otker aad
even more atartllaa details, wklck ran mar also put Into print,
hapMr service aa personal adjutaat to tka German crowa prince Is,elvlll-aatltke treachery of Germany nanlnat
pily, at aa ead, aad bow, with
no
I
la
my
feel,
retlremrat,
conjunction la
(larlacly revealed,
tke aeereta of tke kaiser aad kls soa.
exposing all I kaow coacernlaa from
Wltb moat cordial rreetlnpre
Yaur sincere friend,
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the Instrument, a sharp click, and all
was again silence.
I put down the receiver in wonder.
I saw that to telephone to me at the
pniuce was impossible, as It would go
through the exchange there, and somebody might be listening. For that reason he had sent me to the Adlon, and
from his conversation he was evidently
representing himself at The Hague to
be a prosperous German merchant, as
he had done at Nice and other places.
At nearly two o'clock In the morning I passed the sentries on duty, and
the Potsdam palace. It was
then too late to give the kalserln her
husband's message, therefore I waited
till morning, and gave It to her verbally when alone with her In tier breakfast room.
The empress seemed greatly relieved
when I told her of the telephone conversation, and during the day wrote me
a note to hand to the emperor on my
arrival at The Hague. That night I
left for Holland, and next morning
duly Inquired at the Hotel des Indes
for Herr Zeller. I was conducted to a
small suite of rooms on the first floor,
where, dressed In a gray suit, his majesty rose to meet me, smiling at my
astonishment.
"Well, you heard me plainly on the
telephone, eh?" he asked. "Ah, I see
you are surprised that I am here. I,
too, am equally surprised to find myself here. And, further, I do not know
how long I shall remain."
"I have brought the clothes," I remarked, and afterwards drew the empress' letter from my pocket and handed it to him.
"Her majesty should have left for
Prague yesterday," he said. "Did she
go?"
"No.
She was still at the palace
when I left at eight o'clock last night."
The emperor gave vent to a grunt of
dissatisfaction. From the books lying
about his room I gathered that he
passed his time in reading, preferring
not to go out in the day time for fear
of being recognized. Apprehension on
that score was unnecessary, for the
kaiser, shorn of his uniform and decorations, presents In civilian attire a
very ordinary appearance and not
readily recognizable by the man in the
street. For that reason he was often
able to spend a week In Paris, Nice,
or on the Italian Riviera without anybody being the wiser.
Mystery of the Royal Scheme.
I engaged a room close to that of
Herr Zeller, and for some hours remained with him while he signed a
number of state papers which I had
brought with me. He seemed strungely
I thought, but presently he took up one of the formidable
blue documents which, by the heading,
I saw was an urgent report from the
Imperial chancellor.
"Look, Heltzendorff ! Look at this 1"
cried the emperor.
"The chancellor reports that the editor of the Cologne Gazette hus called
at the chancellery and Inquired how
long it was intended that I should remain out of the country? Think of It.
My absence Is known I"
"That may be so," I responded, "but
your majesty's whereabouts is unknown to all save her majesty the empress."
"Yes, yes," said the emperor Impatiently. "But our police will commence
making Inquiries, and I shall be traced
here."
"Why not leave at once," I suggested, In the hope of elucidating the ttyjth.
"Ah! That Is Just the unfortunate
point. I am unable to leave," he replied. "I must remain and I do not
know for how long!"
Further than that he would tell me
nothing. Tbe fact that his absence
from Germany was known greatly upset him. It seemed to me as though,
by that truth leaking out, some clever
secret plan of his had been thwarted.
From his countenance, as he
that document, I saw that serious trouble was brewing for somebody. His
majesty, seized by his mania for travel
would very often at Ave minutes' notice leave Potsdam and journey to the
farthest end of the empire. But the
papers were always at once Informed,
and the kaiser never went out of his
country without first acquainting the
chancellor of bis Intentions. In this
case, however, be slipped away by
night train, and nobody knew until
next morning.
- The
Woman.
On concluding the correspondence, I
went out for a stroll, when, not far
from the hotel, I noticed a
d
wpm-a- n
rather handsome,
approaching. To me her face seemed familiar, and I was puzzled to know
where I had seen It before.
I passed on, and, entering a cafe,
sat down to smoke and to think. Memory of that woman's face still haunted
me. I felt that I bad met her somewhere, and had had good cause to re
absent-minde-
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member her, yet, for the life of me, I
could not recall the circumstances of
our meeting.
An houFlater, on returning to the
hotel, I saw her speaking with the concierge.
She was evidently staying there,
hence a few minutes afterwards, when
she hud ascended the lift, I questioned
the man, and learned that she was
Mudame
Itosules, from Malaga, In
Spain. She hud arrived with her
three days ago, but monsieur had
left the same morning for Purls, und
she wus now uwultlng his return.
The motive of the emperor, usuully
so restless and pompous, In remaining
virtually a prisoner In the hotel, and
posing as a merchant, was certainly
most mysterious, and even a chut with
Herman, his majesty's chief valet, elicited no Information.
That night, as I snt alone eating my
dinner for Herr Zeller took his meals
In his private sitting room
the
womun sut at a table near me.
With her was a pretty girl In a pnle
pink dinner gown, evidently a friend
who lived in the town.
The pair chatted together und laughed merrily over their meal, while I
watched them covertly.
Why, I cannot even now tell, but 1
held Mudame Itosales In distinct suspicion. Yet I could not recollect where
we had met before. Now, however, as
I sat there In the corner eating my
meal I felt convinced that, on her
part, she had recognized me, and
further, that she had pointed me out
to her companion.
Later in the evening I made other Inquiries in the hotel, and learned that
Madame had several friends. The evening that her husband left for Paris
a tall, thin,
young man had
called upon her after dinner, and bad
a long chat with her In a corner In
the lounge. Afterwards they went out
together for a short walk, and, returning, he smoked a cigar before he left.
On the following day another man, of
rather unkempt appearance, called and
lunched with her.
Needless to say, I watched madame
carefully, and mnnaged during that
evening to catch several glances of her.
After the pair had" dined they spent a
short time in the lounge, where they
both smoked clgurettes. Then, It being
a beautiful moonlit night, they put on
their coats and went for a stroll.
The Emperor Peeps In.
So Interested had I become In the
woninn that I followed, and, unsus
pected, I dogged their footsteps for
nearly half a mile, until they entered a
house which
dark, forbidding-lookinfaced a weedy canal.
When the door opened a man greet
ed them, and slipping in quickly, they
disappeared.
They were there for over an hour
yet I remained keeping constant vigil,
until at last madume emerged alone,
retracing her steps hurriedly to the
hotel.
Next morning I met her In the lift
at about eleven o'clock, and we de
scended together. She was dressed to
go out, but In the hall the porter handed her a telegram. This she opened,
afterwards writing a reply, and taking It herself to the post office.
I was much irritated because my
memory was so at fault. There were,
I felt, some peculiar circumstances connected with the woman at the time I
had known her, but what they were I
could not recall. I saw, however, that
her memory was better than my own.
and that she knew me, and because of
that fact had already grown apprehensive.
It was not In Berlin society that I
had met her. Of that I felt assured ;
just as certain. Indeed, that ber real
name was not Itosales.
While I had been out watching the
woman on the previous night the emperor had also taken a stroll through
the city. What, I wondered, would the
Berlin police have thought If they
knew that William was walking about
at night unguarded and unattended at
The Hague.
As I sat with him attending to some
correspondence and taking down a
number of instructions regarding Important matters at tbe Wilhelmstrasse,
he suddenly broke off and told me
how be had, on tbe previous night,
spent an hour drinking Dutch beer at
that popular resort of tradesmen and
their wives, the Royal Brasserie.
"Nobody recognized me," he laughed. "I found out that they sold tbe
best beer one can get outside Germany,
and I really enjoyed It. I sent for you,
but you bad already gone out. Did
you go to the theater?"
"No," was my reply, and then I told
him practically what I bave related In
tbe foregoing lines.
exclaimed bis ma"How curious
jesty. "I would much like to see this
mysterious Spanish lady. She must be
Interesting."
,
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At llrst I tried to dissuade him, but
he was so persistent that I described
at which tuble she sat at lunch, and it
was agreed between us that while we
were eating our meal he should come
to the door of the dining room and
peep In.
This the emperor did, and cleverly,
too, for she never saw him, being at
that moment engaged lu conversation
with a waiter.
When 1 rejoined him in his room
he suld : "No, Heltzendorff, I huve never seen her before."
"Well, majesty," I declored. "I am
certain I huve seen her or her photograph somewhere, und that she is not
what she represents herself to be.
"She's an adventuress most proba
bly," replied the emperor. "Muny women are. Indeed, It Is difficult to discover one who does not adventure either In love, In politics, or In crime."
A Trip to Berlin for Information.
His words impressed me. An hour
later I went to a photographer's und
arranged for a surreptitious portrait
to be token of Mudame Itosules the
next time she took a wnlk.
All duy the young photographer
haunted the vicinity of the hotel until
the light fuded. Yet next morning us
she came out he snnpped her without
her knowledge, and In three hours I
hud a rough print of It In my pocket.
That night, after writing down a
great muss of memoranda, Instructions
to various departments of the stute, I
left again for Berlin, with orders to
Hug up Herr Zeller on the telephone
from some unsuspicious place every
night nt ten o'clock.
I returned to the Berlin Schloss absolutely mystified, and next duy spent
the greater part of the time visiting
the chancellor and the various ministers, and giving them the emperor's
commands. Then ut ubout six o'clock
I called at the chief bureau of police
In the Alexander Plutz, and entered
the private room of old Lelbbrund, who
at that time was chief of the detective
service.
To him I showed the surreptitious
photograph of Madame Rosules. The
astute thief catcher removed his spectacles, and examining the picture with
the aid of a big reading glass, gave
vent to a loud grunt.
In response to his bell a younger
and more alert man entered, and to
him he handed the photograph, saying :
"Please see If anyone recognizes
this. I believe I do but I may be mistaken."
He then became Inquisitive as to
where and how I had obtained the picture, but naturally I said nothing.
"I've been away on a Journey," I
said, "and meeting the woman, I
thought her suspicious."
"And If my memory serves me properly I think. Count, that your suspicions are very well grounded."
"Why?" I asked.
"Let us wait for the report from outside," replied the old fellow. Then, In
order to turn the conversation, he asked news of Bulz, who was at that mo
ment the detective In attendance on
the kulser's person, and whose vigilance the emperor had, of course, evaded.

"Oh I He's at Potsdam," I laughed.
"I huven't seen hlra lntely, for I've
been away on a mission."
"The emperor Is In Thurlnglu,"
said. "There seems to be some
mystery as to his whereabouts, but
Balz telephoned me today to say that
his mnjesty hus gone to Thurlugla
without any staff or personal attendants."
"That Is so, I believe," was my reply, but I smiled, for the Thurlngla
myth had been Invented by myself before I had left for Holland. It Is at
any time difficult to Impose upon the
Berlin police, but, of course, news given out offlciully from the court they
naturally believe to be the truth.
Peril of the Emperor.
A quarter of an hour later
the room,
osslstunt
and, handing back the photograph,
placed a file of papers before his chief,
saying :
"The woman is a famous Spanish
duncer, and one of the most active
members of the anarchist society of
Geneva the society which committed
the bomb outrage upon King Alfonso,
und who were responsible for the recent attempt on the king of Italy."
"An anarchist 1" I gasped.
"Yes," answered the official. "And a
very dangerous one, too. If she put
foot into Germany, we should have
her at once under lock and key."
"Why?"
"Because it is known that there Is a
conspiracy on foot, organized by that
league In Geneva, against his majesty
the emperor. We had news of It from
the Swiss police a month ago."
"Is there really a plot against the
emperor?" I asked, much startled.
"There certainly is in Geneva," replied Leibbrand. "At the present moment we are watching for this dancer's
appearance In Germany. I thought I
was not mistaken when I first saw her
picture."
I stood In that bare official room utterly staggered. I dared not tell those
two men the truth or give them warning of tbe emperor's peril.
I saw, however, that I must act Instantly. In five minutes I had gathered
that tbe woman was one of the most
dangerous anarchists In Europe, and I
also realized that my memory had
served me very well. Inasmuch as I
bad seen her picture in an Illustrated
paper a year before, when aha had
been arrested In Rome In connection
with an alleged attempt upon the life
of the king.
"Herr Leibbrand, will you please
write down for me tbe facts you have)
Just related?" I urged.
"Most certainly," waa his reply, and
Lelb-brnn- d
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taking up his pen he scribbled the
truth, signing It with a flourish.
Eighteen hours Inter I ascended In
the lift at the Hotel des Indes to the
suite occupied by Herr Zeller.
Without waste of time I produced
the snapshot photogruph and asked
htm whether he recognized It.
"Certulnly," was his reply. "It Is
Madame Rosules," adding, laughingly,
"I became acquainted with her and
her hiiNband In a curious niunner in
the lift Inst night. We were ascending
together, madame, who wore a soft
blue evening blouse, standing next to
me. Unfortunately the button on the
wrist of my cont caught in the sleeve
of her blouse and tore It very budly. I
apologized for ruining the blouse, und
Insisted that her husband should send
the damaged garment to me so that I
might replace it with something better. It arrived only Ave minutes ago,
and Is in that little box over there,"
und he Indicated n curdbourd box ly
ing upon the couch.
"Ah
You haven't opened It, I see I"
I exclaimed. "Your majesty must not
open It! Please rend this!" And I
put before him Lelbbruud's signed
stutement of the Identity of Madame
Itosules.
When the emperor rend it he Instantly realised the situation.
Luring the Kaiser.
"Ah
I see It all, Heltzendorff. My
practical Joking becoming known, the
anarchists have tuken advantage of it.
I huve been lured here, out of Ger
many, by a cleverly conceived dodge,
Tor 1 ciime here believing that I wus
to meet In secret General Orunovski,
chief of the czar's military cabinet,
who wished to confer with me. And
though he was due three days ago he
bus not arrived. Insteud, this womun
and her friends are busy plotting my
death."
"Without a doubt. Probubly had
you opened that box yonder It might
nnve been fatal," I said. "Is It not
wise to lenve at once for Berlin?"
Herr Zeller acted promptly upon my
suggestion, and we carried buck to
Germany the box containing the
blouse. Next day In my pres
ence, the box was carefully opened In
the military laboratory, when we
found, wrapped in a pretty blue crepe
de chine blouse with heavy beuded
trimming, a small canister filled with
a high explosive, the fuse so arranged
that had the string of the box been
suddenly released by cutting In the or
dinary way a terrible explosion must
have ensued.
Certainly the cniperor very nearly
lost his life as a result of his own
practical Joking.
As for the Spanish dancing girl, she
apparently followed the emperor, for
two days later she and a man named
Italian anarchist
Ferronl, a
who was posing as her husband, were
arrested at Herbestal when about to
enter Prussia, and both were eventual
ly sent to prison for ten years.
(Copyright, 1917, William LeQueux.)
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Fighting Tuberculosis.
Tuberculosis Is being vigorously
In
Australia, for though the
fought
percentage of deaths from tuberculosis
in Australia Is less than in most other
countries, the federal government Is
not unmindful of the fact thut Its pen
sion list contains the names of many
persons who lire rendered physical
wrecks through the undermining influ
ences of discuses of the respiratory
organs. A federal committee on the
causes of death and Invalidity In the
commonwealth Is conducting an Investigation of tuberculosis and means of
The figures for 1914,
combating It.
when there were 3,574 deaths from tu
berculosis. Indicate that the disease U
most destructive In Its effect between
und thirty-fivthe ages of twenty-onyeurs, as far as both sexes are con
cerned, but after this life period
deaths In male cases predominate,
e
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Hunting at the Front.

All game laws nre In abeyance in
France, and, with that strange disre-

gard of shell fire observable among
the wild life to be found on the western front, pheasants, partridges, rabbits and hares have incrensed to on
extraordinary extent. No man's land
teems with game, while the marshes
beside a certain river (which must he
nameless) nre full of wild duck and
There are no shotguns, und
snipe.
service revolvers do not make good
shooting when fired nt the flying birds
so the snipe und wild ducks nre stalked
in wury style und shot "sitting." Tht
sport of sniping snipe In the marshet
Is fraught with muny dangers, and It
requires a very ardent sportsman tc
crawl through the reeds, amid the everlasting mud, in the hopes of potting
snipe. From Soldier's Letter.
The Failure.
The $400,000,000 distributed in glftJ
to workers at the year's end by tht
employers of America led George W.
Perkins to say at a dinner In New
York:
"It Is impossible to miss success Id
America ; It's impossible to fail in thli
rich land, unless, indeed, you've gol
the spirit of the Paint Rock storekeep.
er.
"The keeper of the Paint Rock stor
was playing checkers and chewing tobacco beside the blazing stove In tbl
back room when a man came In and

said:

"There's

two customers

In

thai

waltln'. SI.'
said Storekeeper St In
whisper. 'Keep quiet, an' they'll gc
away ag'in.' "
"'S-sh- ,'

Christlanla was, 292 years ago.
known as Oslo, which, for the OCX
years preceding, was the capital oj
Norway.

AHAZ,

THE FAITHLESS

KING.

i 27.
LESSON TEXT-- 1I
fhron. 28:1-GOLDEN TEXT-Wlth- out
faith II la
116.
ImpoBKible to please htm. Heb.
LE68ON TEXT-- I1 Chron. 30:1-1-

Ahuz reigned sixteen yeurs from
ubout 739 to 723 B. C, over the kingdom of Juduh, Its capital being lu .Jerusalem. The kingdom wus nearing its
end, and wus destroyed within u few
yeurs after the deuth of Ahuz. ills
character presents many interesting
questions for discussion ; the character
of his reign, the wealth und prosperity
of his father and grandfather, the development of his character from the
nahome wherein he originated, why
tion can be successful and not be righteous or virtuous, thnt Is, outwardly
successful, and the uppllcntlon of these
politieul
questions to our present-duand commercial lives.
The
I. Ahaz, the Ruler, (vv.
churucter of Ahaz Is not to be udinned.
He played n prominent und evil part
In the history of the Kingdom of Jmlah.
We find his mime recorded among the
B.
Syriun Inscriptions of the year
having
C, the Hebrew hlKtorlau
dropped the prefix "Jeho" from his
name. The full name Indicates that
he had "grasped Jehovah," yet he was
tint rue to his name. The historian says
"lie did not that which was right in the
sight of the Lord." This puts it mildly,
but indeed few of the kings of .Imlah
did otherwise, and he patterned Ids
conduct not after the good model of bis
futher, but the thoroughly bail conduct
of the kings of the northern nation,
Israel. He wus but twenty .vout of
age when he took the throne, but hud
already entered upon a course of action
opposed to that of his father and
grandfather in that lie imitated the
ways of the kings of Israel and canned
to be circulated throughout the land
the Image of Baal. He was rich ami
prosperous, outwardly, und his kingHe had a
dom was well organized.
navy, and we arc told that the condition of the kingdom was of n prosperity not known, since the days of Solomon.
His nunie was spread abroad,
but what a significant verse ifc II
Chron. 2C:lo.
II. Ahaz Ruined. The choiic lay
before him of following In tbe steps of
his grandfather U.zlah und bis father
Jothnm (II Chron. 1 :10). He chose to
defy God, openly disobeyed him und
was disloyal to his God and his country, walking In the ways of tbe kings
of Israel, (v. 2), burnt his children in
the fire, after the abominations of the
heathen, (v. 8), made molten linages
of Baal, (v. 2), and spread thnt worship Into the high places on the hills
and under every green tree (v. 4),
made sacrilegious use of the temple's
treasury, and was dishonest as well us
profane. He trusted Buallm more II. an
he trusted God.
III. Ahaz Rebuked. God did not allow him to pursue his course of action
without protest. When the children of
good men go wrong, there Is no measuring the extent of depravity to which
they will sink. Nevertheless, God was
opposed und tried to save the young
man nnd the nation. Ood used lit
king of Syria as one agency for rebuking this mad young man. He carried
uwuy great multitudes captive, out
hundred and twenty thousand In oiu
day (v. 6), und "two hundred thou
sand women, sous nnd daughters'
(v. 8) nt another date. Ahaz hlinsell
wns filled with terror nt the great calamity that overtook him. (Isn. 7:2)
While he received temporary help (II
Kings 16: 9. 10), be received ultimately
ruin from the king of Assyria, for he
became a vassal and was summoned
to Damascus to pay homage to that
king, as appears from the account )1
Kings 10:7-0- . and also from the Assy
rlan Inscription, above referred to
Other enemies also attacked him
Kdomltes from the southeast carried
away capt'ves, nnd the Philistines
from the southwest Invaded the cities
of the low plains, south of .ludah. and
and
took possession of them (vv.
the army of the Assyrian, which Aha?,
led to rob and profane the temple and
Its treasures in order to buy them ofl
completed the ruin of his
(v.
nation. Ahaz was forced to pay n
heavy tribute to the Assyrian king
(v. 21). and got no help for his outlay. He put his trust In mi nrm ol
flesh Instead of in the mighty arm of
God, which brought upon him the
curse that always comes to those who
trust in man (Jer. 17:,r, 0). There is
a blessing which always awaits Hiose
who trust In Jehovah (Jer. 17:7. S).
The wise man turns to Ood not In the
time of his distress but nt nil times.
Instead of sacrificing to the God who
saved his father nnd who would save
him. Ahaz sacrificed to the god "which
smote him." His defiance knew no
brands (v. 24). He seemed to have
dabbled In every known form of false
worship, thereby "provoking to anger
the Lord God of his fathers" (II Kings
to
23:11, 12). God Is
those who wander from him, but there
comes an end to his patience (II Peter
3:9, 10).
There
Reverse Picture.
IV. The
are several problems to be Rolved as
we view this picture, for it Is a story
of real life, not only of the early times
but Is being repeated even today and
In this country.
(1) Men will reap
that which they sow. One cannot sow
wild oats and reap the fruits of righteousness. (2) Jehovah places righteousness above security or prosperity.
(3) God's purposes are for the uplift
and the making of the nation and the
Individual better. God never does evil
that good may come out of It. A loving father must exercise discipline, and
let us not be mistaken.
y
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CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles,

San Francisco,
-

San Diego
$46.05'

$46.05

$56.05

Returning via Ogden or Salt Lake
Returning via Portland or Seattle
On Sale June 15th to September 30th,
Return Limit October 31t, 1917.

$54.70
$81.70
1917,

Visit the GRAND CANYON, $7.50 addi- tional cost for side ride, Williams to
Grand Canyon and return.

EASTERN TOURIST RATES
DENVER, COLO
COLORADO SPRINGS
PUEBLO,

$21.10
20.60

COLO

18.40

CHICAGO, ILL
ST. LOUIS, MO.
ST.

SS.7S

47JS
5S.7S

OLIS

NEW YORK, N. Y. (Standard)
NEW YORK, N. Y. (Differential)
BOSTON,
BOSTON,

87.9S
84.95

;

,

MASS. (Standard)
MASS. (Differential)

WASHINGTON,

87.95

855

D. C,(AU Line)

85.30

Date of Sale, June 1st to September 30th, 1917. Limit for return
passage, October 31st, 1917, except that tickets to New York and
Boston at abovo rates, good for 60 days from data of sale, not to
exceed October 31st U17.
REDUCED RATES TO MANY OTHER POINTS IN THE UNIT- ED STATES AND CANADA

For particulars call on or addresst

Santa Fe, N. M. H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
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DELGADO SHOE CO.
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CAPITAL GOAL

Swastika Coal, Cerrillos Coal, All Kinds
Steam Coal; Madrid, N. M., Anthracite
Coal, Madrid Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.
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Make These Hot Days Enjoyable
There is Nothing More Refreshing
when one is hot and "dry" and fatigued
than a drink of cold, sparkling beverage.
Gingerale

CLIQUOT

Sarsaparilla
Root Beer
Lemon
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Sour
Birch Beer

Orange Phosphate
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PHONE 85 MAIN

NEAR A. T. & S. F. DEPOT
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